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	This Report was developed under the auspices of Program Area

	Committee 2 of the National Council on Radiation Protection and

	Measurements (NCRP), the committee concerned with operational

	radiation safety. The Report provides radiation protection guidance

	for the use of ionizing and nonionizing radiation in veterinary practice,

	including advice on shielding design for veterinary ionizing

	radiation facilities. It supersedes NCRP Report No. 36, Radiation

	Protection in Veterinary Medicine, which was issued in August 1970.
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creating a Web Page (5th Edition)Alpha, 2002
A few years ago, after having meandered around the Web's nooks and crannies for quite a while, I got this sudden urge to have my own home page. "Sheesh," I thought to myself, "All these people are doing this wild Web stuff that just seems so, well, cool. I want in!" So I scoured the Web and bookstores for information on...
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Managing Your Business with Outlook 2003 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Use a tool you already have (plus BCM 2.0) to solve lots of time-consuming problems     

If you could just get a handle on mail, schedules, meetings, and contacts, you'd have more time to make your business productive, right? Check your Outlook — it's right in your Office! And here are step-by-step examples for using it to build...
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123 PIC Microcontroller Experiments for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Microchip continually updates its product line with more capable and lower cost products. They also provide excellent development tools. Few books take advantage of all the work done by Microchip. 123 PIC Microcontroller Experiments for the Evil Genius uses the best parts, and does not become dependent on one tool type or version, to...
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Jupyter Cookbook: Over 75 recipes to perform interactive computing across Python, R, Scala, Spark, JavaScript, and morePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of the popular Jupyter notebooks to simplify your data science tasks without any hassle

	
		Key Features

		
			Create and share interactive documents with live code, text and visualizations
	
			Integrate popular programming languages such as Python, R, Julia, Scala...
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Mathematical Tools for the Study of the Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations and Related Models (Applied Mathematical Sciences)Springer, 2012

	The objective of this self-contained book is two-fold. First, the reader is introduced  to the modelling and  mathematical analysis used in fluid mechanics, especially concerning the Navier-Stokes equations which is the basic model for the flow of incompressible viscous fluids. Authors introduce mathematical tools so that the reader...
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Python Machine Learning Case Studies: Five Case Studies for the Data ScientistApress, 2017

	Embrace machine learning approaches and Python to enable automatic rendering of rich insights and solve business problems. The book uses a hands-on case study-based approach to crack real-world applications to which machine learning concepts can be applied. These smarter machines will enable your business processes to achieve efficiencies on...
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